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Abstract

Effective and accurate recommendations is a key-challenge for today’s ecommerce dominated
world. Accurate recommendations can not only improve sales for the organizations, but also
provides easy selection opportunities for consumers. This ultimately reduces the choice overload
for consumers. Cold start is a major challenge for any recommendation system. This work presents
a user-profile based model, UPBEM, to handle the cold start issue in recommendation systems.
Correlation between users is identified based on their profile and predictions are made based on
the current user’s information, along with the information of similar users. A bagging ensemble is
used for the recommendation process. Experiments were conducted on the MovieLens data.
Comparisons and results show reduced MAE and RMSE, exhibiting improved performances of the
UPBEM model
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1 Introduction:
Recommendation models are highly useful in this technology filled world [1]. They enable easier
selection for users and also provide better future requirements for organizations. Growth of ecommerce
has resulted in most of the purchases happening online. The availability of huge number of choices has
resulted in the selection fatigue, where the users are not able to decide their choice [1,2]. This mandates
for a system that can filter the required products effectively based on the users. A personalized
recommendation, rather than generalized recommendation can result in a huge reduction in the decision
making process for customers. Organizations based on e-commerce also have an interest on
recommendation systems,
as they can provide effective identification of requirements, which in turn improves customer loyalty [3].
Applications requiring recommendation systems include, e-commerce sites, movie recommendations,
song recommendations, real-estate sites, matrimonial sites etc. Recommendation systems work by
analyzing the user’s likes and dislikes and performs predictions based on their past data. The complexity
involved in building effective recommendation systems are manifold, of which cold-start is an important
issue that has to be addressed [4]. The domain is not laden with old customers. It is also a major
responsibility of organizations to retain first time users. Recommendations for such customers is
complicated, as the model does not have any data
for training [5, 6]. It also applies to customers with low profile information. The generally adopted
solution is to provide the overall best products as recommendations [7]. This, however, is not the perfect
solution. Personalization even to the smallest extent can provide more correlated results [8]. This work
presents a solution for the cold-start problem in recommendation systems by using user profile matching
techniques. Profiles that are similar to the current user’sCertain software quality traits, for example,
maintainability, ease of use, dependability can't be actually indicated and estimated. At the beginning
periods of software process it is hard to characterize a total software specification. Thus, despite the fact
that product may adjust to its specification, clients don't live up to their quality desires.
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2 Related Works
This section deals with some of the more recent and significant researches in the domain of
recommendation models. A genre clustering based model that signifies the importance levels based on
weights is presented by Fremal et al. [9]. Weight assignment is based on the metadata. A temporal based
model that considers the changing user behavior was proposed by Liu et al. [10]. User preference is not
only identified by their past data, but also using their evolution data. Other similar temporal dynamics
based models include methods by Lathia et al. [14] and Zheng et al. [15]. Markov state computing model
is used to perform recommendations. A linear Gaussian Regression based model that aims to provide
effective recommendations was presented y Zhang et al. [11]. A bipartite network based model was
presented by Daminelli et al. [12].
A life stage based correlation model for recommender systems was presented by Jiang et al. [13]. A
technique to handle data sparsity and
temporal change in user behavior was presented by Li et al. [16]. The technique works by combining
features of movies and user interest details. It is a hybrid model and considers both short-term and longterm interests of users for analysis. Other works in the domain include works by Stanescu et al. [17], Leng
et al. [18] and Geng et al. [19].
A Katarya et.al suggested the cuckoo search based recommendation model [20]. This is based on
collaborative filtering method and uses cuckoo search for the prediction process. Feedback based
collaborative filtering model was presented by Hu et al. [21]. This technique considers both implicit and
explicit feedbacks for analysis. Goal programming based recommendation model was presented by Inan
et al. [22]. This techniques combines multiple information like similarity scores of movies and the goal
programming model to perform recommendations. A neural network based collaborative filtering model
was presented by Yu et al. [23]. It uses a Contextual-boosted Deep Neural Network model for
recommendation. A similar model was presented by Xiao et al. [24].
3 III. MOVIE RECOMMENDATION USING USER PROFILE BASED BAGGED ENSEMBLE
MODEL (UPBEM)
Cold start is a major issue encountered by recommendation systems. Cold start problem occurs due to the
unavailability of past customer data. It becomes complex to provide predictions without proper training
data. This work presents a User Profile Based Bagged Ensemble Model (UPBEM) to solve the cold start
problem. The model proposed consists of four modules; the user profile creation module, movie data
preprocessing module, training data creation and tree based bagging model for recommendation. This
Research is based on a suggestion for films but the model produced is generic and can be extended to any
domain. The proposed model architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig 1. UPBEM Architecture
A.User Profile Creation User profile is the process of creating a numerical vector for each user based on
their properties like gender, occupation, demography etc. Any categorical information provided by the
user can be used to build their profile. The major crux of the profile creation process is that, the
background of a user provides an overview of the user’s personal interests. This can aid in identifying
users with similar interests. The major difficulty in creating user profiles is that the data is usually rich in
categorical and string features. These are required to be carefully analyzed and categorized for effective
profile building. Distinct identifier values like User ID, string values like name and address and
categorical
values like age and occupation should be distinguished. Identifiers and string-based values are eliminated,
as they are usually distinct for each user and hence cannot be used for analysis. Categorical data, although
being textual in nature, contain information that can be used for analysis. These values, however, cannot
be used directly for analysis. Machine learning models can only operate on numerical data. Hence, they
are converted to numerical data using one-hot-encoding techniques. One-Hot-Encoding identifies distinct
entities contained in the attribute and creates an additional feature column for each of these entities. If the
instance contains the specific entity, the column is marked with a one else a zero. This results in the
creation of several features, however, it greatly improves the prediction levels of the machine learning
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models.
B.Movie Data Preprocessing Similar to building a user profile, movie based profiles are also to be created
for effective analysis. Movie profiles contain the genre-based information of movies. For effective usage,
genres are represented as single attribute textual entities. A single movie can be categorized under
multiple genres. Hence it is mandatory to convert the genre information into features. Every genre
corresponds to a single attribute and if a movie corresponds to a genre, it is marked as one else zero.
Creating the user profile and the movie profile usually results in a large number of attributes and the
resultant data is sparse. Hence real-time recommendation requires a fast and an effective model for
predictions. C.Training Data Creation Training data for recommendation models usually corresponds to
data pertaining to a single user. Training data also pertains to that user. All further processing is also
performed on a per-user basis. Training data for a recommendation model is composed of movie genre
information, along with the rating provided by the user under consideration.
Rating information is usually available as an independent entity. It contains rating information of all
users. Rating information pertaining to the single selected user is extracted and combined with the genre
matrix created in the previous phase. After the completion of the join operation, several movies remain
unrated. These movies are considered for prediction. The movies with rating information forms the
primary training data. The primary training data might contain sufficient number of instances for a long
time user. However, for a new user this might be very low, or might be empty. This issue is termed as the
cold start problem. The proposed model overcomes this issue by generating the secondary training data.
Even for users without cold start problem, this additional data proves to be an added advantage during the
training process. The secondary training data is generated by identifying similar users and utilizing their
rating detains for the training process. This work performs similar identification of users based on user
profiles. The initial module discussed the process of creating profile of the user.This data is used to
identify similarity between users. Correlation is used to determine user similarity. Users with 80% or
more correlation with the selected user are considered by the proposed approach. The value of 80% is a
threshold indicator and can be modified based on the data being used and the user’s status. The value can
be increased for old users and can be reduced substantially for new users with low rating instances.
Highest rated movies by these selected users are identified. The genre matrix for these movies and the
ratings are combined to form the secondary training data. The primary and the secondary training data are
combined to form the final training data. this process is performed for each user and every time a
recommendation is required for a user. D.Tree based Bagging for Rating Prediction The training data is
usually a large and sparse matrix. Hence it requires an effective processing model to handle the sparsity
and also provide faster
predictions. This work proposes a tree-based bagging technique that can be used for training and
prediction. Bagging is a type of ensemble that uses subsets of data to train multiple machine learning
models. Final predictions are based on an aggregate of the predictions from each of the learned models.
Bagging method consists of three phases; the subset creation phase, the training phase and the aggregation
phase. The subset creation phase, also called the bag creation phase is used to filter a random subset of
the input data for the training process. This work uses 60% of the training data for subset creation. Unlike
general bagging models, every subset contains all the primary training data and randomly sampled
secondary training data. This ensures that all the primary data are used for rule building by all the base
learners. Base learner training forms the next phase of the process. Multiple instances of base learners are
created and trained using the created data subsets. This work uses Decision Tree as the base learner. This
results in multiple trained base learners. The data prepared for prediction is passed to the trained base
learners. Each base learner provides predictions for each of the instances. Hence multiple predictions are
obtained for each instance. These predictions are passed to the aggregation phase. A mean based
aggregation is performed in this phase, resulting in the prediction of rating for each of the movies in the
prediction list. The movies rated as highest are filtered and provided to the user as recommendation.
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4 Results And Dıscussıon
The proposed model uses MovieLens data [25, 26] for experimentation. The MovieLens data consists of 3
components. The user detail component, movie detail component and the rating component. The first two
components are independent of each other. They are connected by the final rating component, which
represents the rating provided by users for movies. The proposed
model has been implemented using Python and Scikit library. Performance evaluation is performed based
on the two standard metrics for regression; Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error
[27, 28].
𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1𝑁
∑|𝑦𝑖 −𝑦′𝑖| 𝑛 𝑖=1
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1𝑁
∑(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦′𝑖)2 𝑛 𝑖=1
Where N is the total number of test reviews, yi and yi’ represent the actual ratings for the test reviews
and those predicted.. MAE measures predictive effectiveness. Strong forecasts show smaller MAE
values. RMSE represents predictive stability. This represents the rate of uncertainty in the forecasts. Low
MAE values are a good predictor whilst high RMSE values indicate high predictive variability. Low
MAE values represent a good predictor, while high RMSE values indicate high variability in predictions.
The proposed model has been compared with SW I, CM II and MLR models [12] and Cuckoo Search
based model [23].

Fig 2. Comparison of MAE Levels
MAE levels of the proposed model is compared with the existing models and shown in Figure 2. The
MAE levels of the proposed UPBEM model exhibits the lowest levels, showing the effective predictive
capabilities of the proposed model. RMSE levels of the proposed model is compared with existing
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models and shown in figure 3. The proposed model exhibits significant reduction in the RMSE levels
compared to the existing models.

Fig 3. Comparison of RMSE Levels
A tabulated comparison of the performance of the UPBEM model with the exisitng models is shown in
Table I. The best results are shown in bold form.. The UPBEM model is shown to display the lowest
MAE values, with a decrease from 0.08 to 0.16.Similarly, a reduction in the RMSE levels between 0.2
and 0.8 has been observed. This proves the ability of the UPBEM model to exhibit effective
recommendations.
Table I. Performance Comparison of UPBEM

5 Conclusion
This work proposes a user-profile-based recommendation model that can be used to solve a cold start
problem. Cold start problem results in the inability of the recommendation model to provide prediction
for a new user. The objective of this work is to solve the issue by identifying similar users and their likes
and providing recommendations to the new user based on this data. The model achieves higher correlation
in recommendations due to the user specific nature of recommendations. The model has been evaluated
using the MovieLens data, however, the architecture is generic and hence recommendations can be
performed in any domain. The model was observed to achieve effective predictions for new users and
also was observed to enhance the predictions for existing users.
The major limitation of the model is that the user and the movie profile building phases results in the
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creation of huge number of features, which are skewed in nature. The model is static in nature and cannot
handle behavioral changes of users. Future enhancements will be towards standardizing the process and to
enable effective feature building, and also towards handling the temporal behavioral changes of users.
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